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The Micro  AI  Vision Starter Kit  ut i l izes the NXP eIQ Toolkit ,  which can be found at

www.nxp.com, DeepView MCU Vision Pack and DeepViewRT inference engine to

help developers and system integrators implement complex image processing and

embedded machine learning designs rapidly and introduce them into production

cost effectively.   

The Micro platform comes integrated with out of box demo applications and

support for object detection and classif icat ion examples which can be customized

using the eIQ Toolkit  for your own AI model or image data set.  

Once you have val idated the architecture for your use case the production grade

components solve challenging design and supply chain bottlenecks to get you to

market with less t ime and lower r isk

Removes the technical challenges and barr iers of developing AI v ision

features to help you to reduce your embedded vision product t ime to success:

Out of the box object detection and classif icat ion models which you can

customize with your dataset or machine learning model using the no charge

NXP eIQ Toolkit .   

Quickly prototype and val idate the performance of models for your use

case without costly custom hardware and f irmware development,  or high

risk learning curve.  

Production grade hardware and mechanical design suitable for lab and f ield

deployments, so you can quickly val idate your ideas in the real world.    

Benefits 
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https://www.embeddedml.com/iotvisionsensor
https://www.embeddedml.com/iotvisionsensor
https://www.nxp.com/design/software/development-software/eiq-ml-development-environment:EIQ
https://www.embeddedml.com/deepview-vision-pack
https://www.embeddedml.com/deepviewrt%22%20/t%20%22_blank
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Fully integrated solut ion, support ing object detection and classif icat ion models

trained with the eIQ Toolkit  without any f irmware development.  

Model Runner and Web Application for visual izat ion of inference results and

runtime parameters within a remote browser.

Pre- loaded models included in tr ial  version of DeepView Vision Pack for

Microcontrollers and DeepView Model Pack.

Industry leading machine learning inference performance on Crossover MCU using

DeepViewRT. 

JSON API for report ing low bandwidth AI model inference results.  

Full  production grade design IP avai lable for l icense so you can ful ly customize for

your product cutt ing years off your t ime to market.  

Modular design supports quick customization for other image sensors or interface

options. 

Key Features: 

Free tr ial  of DeepView Vision Pack for Microcontrollers &  DeepView Model Pack

Quick start guide with l inks to ful l  User Guide

Pre configured classif icat ion and detection examples

Micro AI Vision Sensor 

All  necessary cabl ing

Tripod for bench top testing

12V Power supply with international plug adapters

What 's in the Kit
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Vision Pack for Microcontrollers

Features

Tested Sources

Gigabit Ethernet

Web Application
Visualize inference results and runtime parameters within a remote browser

Functional Demos

Full RTOS Reference Application*

Vision Pipeline Accelerator (VPAL)

MCU Specific Hardware Acceleration

Input Image Pre-Processing Acceleration

Micro EVK

OnSemi MT9M114 Yes No

Trial Trial

Binary Binary

Binary Binary

Trial Trial

Trial Trial

Trial Trial

 OmniVision OV10626 HDR YesYes

*Full RTOS Reference Application demonstrates how to balance networking, camera, inference, pre/post-processing, and meta-data

consumption on MCU while maintaining the highest performance. Application Pack for Tracking builds on top of this reference

application to further demonstrate tracking solution working in harmony with the rest of the system.

eIQ Toolkit  

DeepViewRT Inference Engine  

DeepView Vision Pack for MCU

DeepView Model Pack for Object Detection

100%  Compatible with:   
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Hardware Specifications

Feature Description

Processor NXP i.MX RT 1064 Processor

Memory 256 Mbit SDRAM , 256 Mbit Flash

Communications (I/O) 10/100 Ethernet, 802.11b/g/n, Bluetooth 4.2*, 2 GPIO, RS-485

Sensors OV10626 WVGA 16 bit HDR sensor 0.5MP, I2C Temperature Sensor 

Lens 3.6mm

Enclosure Aluminum enclosure with plastic rear endcaps

Mechanical Data

Mounting 1/4" thread for standard tripods

M3 mounting holes for custom mounting options
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Power 1.2 W at 12 VDC, Input 8 - 15 VDC

2.5/5.5 mm barrel connector with universal power supply

Expansion Options LTE M1 cellular modem & customizable rear connect board

*All measurements are MM
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Maivin AI Vision Starter Kit
The Maivin AI Vision Starter Kit is a modular AI smart camera platform built on NXP’s i.MX8MPlus Applications

Processor and production grade hardware and software components to enable rapid prototyping and field

deployment of custom Vision Solutions. The Maivin targets applications where compute performance is the priority. 

Micro AI Vision Starter Kit
The Mico AI Vision Starter Kit is a modular AI smart camera platform built on NXP’s i.MXRT1064 Crossover MCU and

production grade hardware and software components to enable rapid prototyping and field deployment of custom

Vision Solutions. The Micro targets applications where lower cost, design complexity and size are prioritized over

computer performance 

DeepView Model Pack for Detection
DeepView Model Pack is a bundle of state-of-the-art detection models pretrained with COCO and

OpenImages and has been fully tested & optimized for NXP RT Crossover MCU’s and i.MX8 Application

Processors. 

DeepView Application Pack | Tracking on MCU
The Tracking Application Pack is the amalgamation of a Au-Zone's proprietary tracking algorithm,

DeepViewRT, VisionPack for MCU and ModelPack to provide an integrated solution for Multi Object Tracking

on a microcontroller. 

DeepView Development Pack
The Dev-Pack is a bundle of eIQ Toolkit add-on features designed to extend what developers can do with

the baseline eIQ Portal providing developers with a practical set of tools to instrument, optimize and deploy

highly tuned machine learning solutions on target. 

DeepView Vision Pack for Application Processors
The Vision Pack for Apps Processors provides developers with an end to end, hardware accelerated video

pipeline for optimized AI based Vision applications.  Fully integrated with DeepViewRT inference engine for

the high performance / low overhead AI vision solution on Applications Processors. 

DeepView Vision Pack for MCU
Production ready MCU project with hardware optimized vision pipeline for highest performance on MCU

class devices.  Fully integrated with DeepViewRT inference engine for the high performance / low overhead

AI vision solution on MCU. 

eIQ ToolKit
Free Download at NXP.com

DeepView Dev Pack

DeepView Model Pack DeepView App Pack

DeepViewRT

AI Vision Starter Kits

eIQ Toolkit Runtime Components

DeepView Vision Pack

RTOS Linux

MCU MPU GPU NPU

User Applications

Smarter devices. Safer environments. Increased product value. Novel customer experiences.

These are just some of the benefits that you can achieve with Visual Intelligence at the Edge.

With more than a decade of experience helping our customers get their embedded computer

vision solutions into production, Au-Zone Technologies delivers DeepView advanced vision

solutions and tools to support your AI and machine learning project development and help you

quickly and confidently realize these benefits.

Build Your Vision Sensor Today

User Addons
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